Underfloor Heating

Auspex Radiant
Hydronic Heating
Due to its supreme level of comfort and great
heating efficiency, underfloor heating has
become the popular way to heat modern
homes. Auspex now provides a complete
in-slab underfloor heating system into
Australia – Auspex Radiant.
Our comprehensive range of innovative
products has all the components required
to create a complete underfloor heating
installation. Auspex Radiant also has experts
dedicated to training and certifying local
installers in the Auspex Radiant system.
Talk to us about how Auspex Radiant can
help with your next Hydronic Heating project.
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Stainless steel manifolds come with all
required components to ensure a fast
efficient installation. The UFH pipe is an
oxygen barrier 16mm PEX using the trusted
Auspex crimp connection method on to the
manifold.

Smartclips save time, money and your
back! Up to 80% faster to install, making
it a smart choice to get a quality job done
quickly.

UFH design service for any size project
with material take offs, cutting schedules,
projected output reports and detailed
system pipework layouts we can support
you in your next project.
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DuoPEX Water is a multilayer composite
pipe made of an inner and outer PEX
layers with an aluminum inner providing
a continuous strong preforming piping
solution. Manufactured with compliance
to AS4176 for our pipe and fittings, this
system is used within potable water and
is a superior choice for Hydronic heating
with high temperature and pressure rating
performance.

Our modern Touchscreen fully
programmable thermostats can operate as
a single control unit, with boiler and power
outlets, or in combination with our zone
control system, allowing for straightforward
connections.

Auspex Radiant is part of the Reliance
Worldwide Corporation (RWC) global group
of brands.

Available in 16mm to 63mm with preinsulated coils up to 26mm, a wide range
of fittings including a copper press adaptor
and is crimped with a Rothenberger battery
tool and specialised compression head.

Specialising in the supply, support and
training of quality Hydronic heating
systems for the Australian residential and
commercial industry and a strong focus on
manufacturing within Australia.
All Auspex Radiant products are available
Australia wide through the Reece network
and we have Auspex representatives in
each state. Whether you’re a consultant,
architect, builder, plumber or homeowner,
we’re ready to support you in your next
project.
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